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Long wave approximation for vortex free boundary flows 
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Abstract. Long wave approximation [1] of free boundary problem, describing water waves is 
considered. In the case of vortical flow corresponding problem may be reduced to Cauchy 
problem to system of integrodifferential equations [2]. Notion of hyperbolicity is introduced 
and hyperbolicity conditions for system of long waves are found. Discretization of the problem, 
based on the characteristic properties of equations is proposed. 
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1. HYPERBOLICITY OF A SYSTEM OF LONG WAVE EQUATIONS 

413 

The problem of plane-parallel unsteady wave motion of ideal incompressible free bound
ary fluid 

(1) 

Ut + UU x + vU y + p-lpx = 0, 

Vt + UVx + VVy + p-lpy = -g, (0:::; y :::; h(x, t)) 
U x + Vy = 0, 

ht + u(x, h, t)hx = v(x, h, t), 
v(x,O,t) = 0, u(x,y,O) = uo(x,y), 

p(x, h, t) = 0, 

h(x,O) = ho(x) 

is considered. Here x, y are the Cartesian coodrinates on a plane; t is the time; u, v are the 
velocity vector components; p, p are the pressure and density (p =const), respectively; 9 is 
the gravitational acceleration; Uo, ho are the prescribed functions; the free surface equation 
has the form y = h(x, t); y = ° corresponds to an even bottom. For studying large-scale 
processes, the approximation of the long-wave theory is often used. This approximation is 
formally obtained by introduction of new variables 

1 
t' = €'it, x' = x, , _1 I 3 , 1 

U =€ 2U, V =€-'iv, P =€- P 

where € is the small parameter, and by transition to the limit in transformed equations 
(1), when € -+ O. In this case all equations, except the second one, are unchanged. In the 
limit the second equation gives the hydrostatic pressure distribution law 

(2) I 
Py' = -pg 
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Thus, the problem of long-wave approximation is formulated analogously to (1), differing 
in that the second equation in (1) is replaced by (2). 

A second replacement of the independent variables 

x' = X, t' = T, y' = 4i(X, T, oX) 

where 4i(X, T, oX) is the solution of the problem 

4iT + (1~ u(X, y, T) dY) X = 0, 4i(X, 0, oX) = oXho(X) 

reduces the problem (1)-(2) in the region with unknown boundary to the Cauchy problem 
in the strip ° :::; oX :::; 1 for a system of integro-differential equations 

Ut + uu'" + 9 fol H", doX' = 0, u(x, 0, oX) = uo(x, oXho(x », 
(3) in 

Ht + (uH)", = 0, H(x,O, oX) = ho(x) 
Here H = 4i.\(x, t, oX) is the derivative of 4i with respect to oX, and u = u(x, t, oX), (x = 
X,t = T). If the flow is vortex-free, then u y == ° (u.\ = 0, H.\ = 0) and equations (3) 
are reduced to the classical shallow water theory equations of hyperbolic type. The vortex 
flows (u.\ =1= 0, H.\ =1= 0) are described by integro-differential equations (3). For numerical 
analysis of equations (3), it is important to know their type. 

In this study it is shown that under certain conditions for the velocity profile equations 
(3) represent the oo-dimensional hyberbolic system. Let us consider systems of the form 

U~ = (Ul(X::t,oX) ), Ut + AU", = 0, (oX E [0,1]) 

Um(x,t, oX) 

(4) 

where A is the linear bounded operator in L2"[O, 1] with any fixed values of x, t (A operates 
in the variable oX). The functional P is called eigenfunctional for A* if for any smooth 
function f 
(5) (P, Aj) = k (P, 1). 
We consider not only functionals, which are represented with the help of elements of 
L2"[O,I], but also generalized eigenfunctions. Generalized eigenfunctions arise by re
stricting A to a Banach space B C L2"[O,l], (A(B) ~ B) and are the elements of B* 
(B c Li[O, 1) c B*). Applying the functional P to (4) gives the equality 

(6) (P, Ut + kU",) = 0, 

called the relation on characteristics d x / d t = k. The system of equations (4) is called 
hyperbolic if the numbers k defined by equation (5) are real and if the system of relations 
(6) on the characteristics is equivalent to equations (4). The system of equations (3) has 
the form (4) with 

A = (u, 9 fol ... dA' ) 
H, u 

Let the velocity profile be monotone: u.\ i 0, u E C2+<>[O, 1], H E CHa[O,l], 0 < 
a < 1, (x, t are fixed, dependence on oX is considered). 
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LEMMA 1. The eigenvalues ki of a discrete spectrum of the operator A* are determined 
by the characteristic equation 

(7) 
t Hdv 

9 io (U- ki)2 =1 

The values of e· = u(x, t, >.) belong to the continuous spectrum of the operator A*. 

To prove the lemma, it is sufficient to know that the functionals Fi , operating by the 
rule 

(8) (Fi'!) = t Hft dv _ [I 12 dv 
io (u - kiF io u - ki 

satisfy (5) when k = ki if equation (7) is fulfilled. 
It is easily shown that equation (7) always has two real roots: 

kl < minu(x,t,>.), k2 > maxu(x,t,>.) 
A A 

Generally speaking, equations (7) can also have complex roots. 
The generalized eigenfunctions iN, F2A, operating on [by the rule (ft E CH<>[O, 1], 12 E 

C<>[o,l], 0<0: < 1) 

(9) 
(Fl',/) = (H(>.))-1(8ftl8>.) - (H(>.))-2h(>'), 

(F2\[) = ft(>.) + t H(v)(ft(v) - ft(>.)) dv _ t h(v)dv 
io (u(v) - u(>.))2 io u(v) - u(>.) 

correspond to the eigenvalues of the continuous spectrum (the arguments x, t in notations 
are omitted). Let us define the hyperbolicity conditions of the systems of equations (3), 
i.e. conditions under which the equality [ = a follows from 

(10) 

Introduce now the function of complex variable z 

11 H dv 
X(z)=I-g ( )2· o u-z 

+ 
Let X-(u(>')) be the limiting values of X(z) when z -4 u(>.) from the upper of lower 
half-plane 

+ 
X-(u) = 1 + g(w(I)(u(l) - u))-1 - g(w(O)(u(O) - u))-I _ 

_ g (t (_1) dv +- g7ri (~) . 2.. io w(v) /I (u(v) - u) w A u A 

(the notation w = u AH- 1 is introduced). 
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+ 
LEMMA 2. Conditions u,\ #- 0, X-(U(A» #- 0 and 

(11) 

provide tbe byperbolicity of equations (3) (6 denotes tbe function increase on A E [0,1]). 

To prove the lemma, it is sufficient to note that equalities (10) with the allowance for 
(9) result in a singular integral equation for determinig the function fI(A). Conditions of 
the lemma provide univalent solvability of the mentioned singular intergral equation. 

In Lemma 2, in particular, conditions, providing the absence of the complex roots of 
equations (7) have been formulated. Note that the presence of the complex roots, as is 
easily shown, corresponds to flow instability in accordance with the linear approximation. 

If conditions of Lemma 2 are fulfilled, relations (6) (and equations (3), respectively) are 
reduced to the Riemann invariants' conservation equations 

(12) 

where 

Rt + uRx = 0, Wt + uWx = 0 

rit + kirix = 0, (i = 1,2) 

f1 H(v)dv 
R=U(A)-9}O u(V)-U(A)' 

t H(v) dv 
ri=ki-9}o u(v)-k;' 

Hyperbolicity of equations (3) allows a series of important qualitative properties of 
solution of the Cauchy problem and mixed ones to be established. These properties are 
the finiteness of disturbance propagation velocity, the presence of domains of dependence 
and domains of influence of initial and boundary data. The domains of determinacy of the 
Cauchy problem solution can also be described. The existence of solution to the Cauchy 
problem for small time has been proved if the functions U(X,O,A), u,\(X,O,A), H(X,O,A) 
are continuously differentiable and their first derivatives satisfy the Holder condition. 

Knowledge of characteristic properties is also important when we study the stability of 
numerical algorithms. The characteristic form of equations (6) ( or (12)) is fundamental 
for the application of the numerical method of characteristics. This analysis posses natural 
generalization to multidimensional case. 

2. SIMPLE WAVES 

Let us consider the analogies of the classical simple waves, i.e. solutions of equations (3) 
of the form u = u(a(x, t), A), H = H(a(x, t), A). Solutions of this form exist if 

at + ka x = 0 

where k is the eigenvalue of the operator A*. Let us consider 

a = 11 H dv = h, k = k2 . 
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The functions u(h, A), H(h, A), k(h) are found as the solution of a system of equations, for 
h'S:. hm 

(13) 

8u g 8H gH 
8h - u - k' 8h = (u - k)2' 

8k 3 
8h ="2 g ( [1 H dv ) / (t H dv ) 

Jo (U-k)4 Jo (u-k)3 

with the prescribed values u(hm' A), H(hm, A) and k(hm), when h = hm. From (12) it 
follows that system (13) has the integrals R = R(hm' A), W = w(hm' A), r1 = r1 (hm). The 
presence of these integrals allows the existence of the smooth solution of equations (13) on 
the interval h E (0, hml. The solutions of equations (13) and equation 

ht + k(h)hz = 0 

determine completely the simple wave. The self-similar simple wave (k = x/t) describes 
the spreading of the shear flow over a dry channel. 

3. DISCRETIZATION OF EQUATIONS IN THE VARIABLE A 

For numerical calculations, discretization of equations in the variable A was performed, 
i.e. the layer occupied with fluid was divided into the sublayers Ai 'S:. A 'S:. Ai+!. In each 
layer the dependence of the horizontal velocity vector component u on y was considered 
to be linear. Let us denote Uj = U(Aj), (0 'S:. j 'S:. N, Aj+! - Aj = N-1), 

(14) 

[A" 
71j = J~ J H dA, 

Aj_l 

N 
~ 71" u"-k" 

ri = kj - g ~ • In I • 1 I 
" Ui - Ui-1 Ui-1 - k1" .=1 

WI = (UI - UI_1)71,1 

where kj (j = 0, ... , N) are the roots of the characteristic equation 

N 

(15) 1 + g LW;-1«Ui - kj)-1 - (Ui-1 - k j )-1) = 0 
i=1 

Quantities r j, WI satisfy the equations 

(16) 
rjt + kjrjz = 0, 

Wit + 2-1(ul + UI-1)Wlz = o. 

approximating equation (12). The functions Uj, 71j are found with help of formulas (14), 
(15) if r, WI are known. The approximating system (16) is the hyperbolic one if equation 
(15) has N + 1 real roots. The sufficient conditions for hyperbolicity of this system are 
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the monotonicity and convexity of the velocity profile (WI' WN > OJ wjl - wj~l < 0 or 
wjl-wj~l > 0). The initial data rj(x, 0), w/(x, 0) are obtained by above-described method 
of discretization of the initial data for system (3). In the case when the initial data satisfies 
the hyperbolicity conditions and N -+ 00, the convergence of approximate solutions to the 
exact ones can be established. 

The results of numerical calculations of simple waves on the basis of discretization pro
posed are presented below. In the figures the dependence of Uj, TJj on the characteristic 
number k is presented. The simple wave adjoints to shear flow with parabolic velocity 
profile (it is shown by arrows). The fluid layer has been divided into 10 sublayers, dif
ferent types of simple waves, corresponding to different characteristic numbers d~fined by 
equation (15) (k = kj) were considered. . 

y 

Figure 1 

Figure 1 shows the dependence of Uj, TJj on k, in the case, when the characteristic number 
k satisfies inequality k < Uj, (j = 0, ... , N). The thickness of every layer tends to zero, and 
the velocity in every layer tends to a constant. 
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Figure 2 

Figure 2 with the same data as in Figure 1 the change of the velocity profile across the 
a simple wave is presented. 
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Figure 3 

In Figure 3 we consider the case that the characteristic number k satisfies the inequality 
U4 < k < U5. The whole depth of the fluid almost does not change, but the thickness of 
the layer A4 < A < A5 changes rapidly across the wave. The thicknesses of some lower 
layers tend to zero. 
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Figure 4 

Figure 4 corresponds to the case when k satisfies inequality U9 < k < U10. The most rapid growth of the layer '\9 < ,\ < '\10. The thickness of lower layers tends to zero. 

CONLUSIONS 

Integrodifferential equations, appearing in the study of free boundary problems in long wave approximation may be considered, under some conditions, as hyberbolic system of equations. This allows to apply methods which were developed for hyperbolic systems to these equations. 
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Figure 5 

Figure 5 corresponds to the case when k satisfies inequality Us < k < U6. The solution 
cannot be prolonged throw the point k = kl' where the solution has an infinite derivative. 
At this point system (14) degenerates. 




